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For an unmixed ideal I in a regular formal power series ring R = k[[q ,..., x,J] 
with the Krull dim of R/I = 1 or dim R/I = 2 or dim R/I = 3 and R/I integrally 
closed in its field of quotients, one can give an upper bound for the number of 
generators for I over R in terms of the multiplicity of R/I and the embedding 
dimension of R/I. For dim R/I = 4 an example is given to show this is not 
possible, even for prime ideals. 
In [3], I incorrectly claimed a proof of the following statement. Let O( V, p) = 
nOID/l(V,p) be the ring of germs at p of holomorphic functions on a complex 
analytic subvariety V of C” of pure dimension r and multiplicity p. Let #I 
denote the minimal number of generators of the ideal I( V, p) as a module over 
%O1,. Then #I < (p + 1)“. Th e p roof given there for the cases r = 1 or 2 is 
correct, but the argument on p. 289 for Y > 3 contains some rather large gaps 
and is in fact wrong. (Hochster has given a counterexample.) 
In this paper we show that for unmixed ideals I in a regular formal power 
series ring R with residue field of characteristic zero it is possible to give an 
upper bound for the number of generators of I over R in terms of the multiplicity 
of R/I and the embedding codimension of R/I provided either Krull dim R/I = 1, 
or Krull dim R/I = 2, or Krull dim R/I = 3 and R/I is normal, or depth of 
R/I = dim R/I, or depth of R/I = dim R/I - 1. The proofs presented here 
arose in discussions with Professor William Heinzer and Professor Melvin 
Hochster. These generalize the correct portion of [3] and have the advantage of 
being easier to understand. In Section 2 we give Hochster’s counterexample 
which is the local ring of a 4-dimensional nonnormal variety in affine 7 space. 
The author would like to thank Professor Hochster and Professor Heinzer for 
their permission to reproduce these arguments here and Professors Ott6 Forster 
and Raghavan Narasimhan for their skepticism concerning the validity of [3]. 
Sally has also obtained results similar to those in Section 1 for the Cohen- 
Macaulay case. 
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I 
Let R be a regular local Noetherian ring with residue field K of characteristic 
zero. Let I be an unmixed ideal of R, that is all the associated primes of I have 
the same height. Let #I be the minimal number of generators of I as a module 
over R; by Nakayama’s lemma #I = dim,I/mI. Let S denote R/I and dim S 
denote the Krull dimension of S. Let embd(S) denote the embedding of S, 
that is dim,m/m2 where m is the maximal ideal of S. Let p(S) denote the multi- 
plicity of S as defined by the Hilbert Samuel polynomial, i.e., p(S) = d! ad , 
where d = dim S and ad is the dth coefficient of the polynomial Pm(n) = 
dim,S/m” for large n. Let A be a local ring and Man A module and let codh,M 
be the length of a maximal M sequence of elements in the maximal ideal of A. 
Let fi denote the completion of R in its maximal ideal topology. 
THEOREM. Suppose S satisJies one of the following additional hypotheses: 
(la) codh,S = dim S; 
(lb) codh,S = dim S - 1 and (0) is unmixed in 3; 
(lc) dims = 1; 
(Id) dim S = 2 and (0) is unmixed in 3; 
(le) dim S = 3 and S is normal and (0) is unmixed in A. 
Then #I < embd R - dim S + ~CL(S)~m~dS-d~ms. 
Remark 1.1. It is sufficient to prove (la) and (lb): S normal implies 
codh,S > 2 by the Serre criteria [4, p. 1251 so (le) follows from (la) and (lb). 
The zero ideal is unmixed implies that in the primary decomposition of zero 
there are no embedded primes, in particular m is not an associated prime of zero. 
Since the zero divisors of S are all contained in the union of the associated 
primes of zero, S must contain a nonunit nondivisor of zero. So codh,S > 1 and 
(Id) follows from (la) and (lb). Also (lc) follows from (la). (We have assumed (0) 
is unmixed in S and for rings of dim 1, the unmixed condition is preserved by 
completion.) 
Remark 1.2. In part (la), the condition of (0) unmixed in S is automatic: 
Completion preserves Krull dim and codh,S because codh,S = the smallest n 
such that Ext,“(S, k) # 0 and Ext commutes with completion. Hence codhsS = 
dim S. In Macaulay rings, (0) is unmixed [7, Appendix 6, Theorem 2, p. 397, 
Vol. 21. 
Remark 1.3. If R is an excellent ring [4] then the completion of an unmixed 
ideal is again an unmixed ideal. Excellent rings include convergent power series 
rings and the localization of affine rings. 
Remark 1.4. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case S equal to the 
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homomorphic image of a formal power series ring: Let S be the completion of S 
in its m-adic topology. Then S is a complete Noetherian [7, Corollary 5, p. 260, 
Vol. 21 equicharacteristic ring containing its residue field [7, Corollary 2, p. 280, 
Vol. 21 so by Cohen’s theorem [7, Corollary, p. 307, Vol. 21, S is a quotient of a 
formal power series ring. Since completion preserves the exactness of sequences 
of finitely generated R modules (R Noetherian) one easily sees that embd(R) = 
embd(R), #I = d imJ/m1 = dim,(I/mZ)^ = dimd/& = #f, Pm(n) = PA(n) 
for all n so p(S) = p(S). S’ mce the Krull dim of a local Noetherian ring is equal 
to the degree of its Hilbert polynomial, dim S = dim S. Finally it is clear that 
codh,S < codh$S since M is a finitely generated A module and a E A is non- 
divisor zero in M 3 M 2 M is an injection 3 A?l 2 & is an injection by 
exactness of completion j a is a nondivisor of zero in it?‘. 
Now assume R = k[[x, ,..., x,]], m > 12, and n = embd(S). Then S has a 
system of parameters x1 ,..., x, EM and S is a finite integral extension of 
A = k[[x, ,..., x,]]. We will need an alternate formulation of multiplicity. If I is 
prime, then for a generic choice of parameters, p(R/I) is the degree of the field 
extension of the quotient field of R/I over the quotient field of the ring generated 
by the parameters. More generally for any ideal I, x,+~ satisfies in S a manic poly- 
nomial P,,.i over k[[x, ,..., or]] of minimal degree d,+i which is not necessarily 
equal to p(S), and P,,, is a Weierstrass polynomial. Since embd S < embd R, 
it follows from standard considerations involving Hensel’s lemma that we may 
make a k linear change of coordinates on R so that m,Jm,a is isomorphic to 
kn x OWL-” in km and that d - d n+1 - - ... = n-+2 -- d, = 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. It is possible to pick the system of parameters o that each of 
d r+r ,..., d, < p(S), Y = dim S, n = embd S, m = embd R, and d,+l ,..., d, = 1. 
We will deduce the theorem from the proposition before giving the proof of 
the proposition. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let J be the ideal in R generated by (P,+l ,..., P,), then RI J is a 
free A module of rank d,,, x d,,, x ... x d,, . 
Proof. Now J is a complete intersection so R/J is Cohen-Macaulay, and 
consequently R/J is a free A module. By repeated application of the Weierstrass 
division theorem, we see that R/J is generated over k[[x, ,..., xr]] by the mono- 
mials ~$2 ‘. . x$ where each 0 <ii < di . That these are free generators follows 
from repeated application of the fact that if T is a ring and x an indeterminant 
over T, and p(x) E T[x] a manic polynomial then the rank of T[x]/(p(x)) over 
T is degp. 
LEMMA 1.7 [6, IV-18, Prop. 121. If A C S are two local Noetherian rings with 
SFnite over A, then codh,S = codh,S. 
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Proof of Theorem la and lb. We have an exact sequence of A modules: 
0 -+ I/J+ R/J -+ R/I + 0. By 1.5 and 1.6, RI J is a free A module of rank < 
p(R/I)“-r. We will show that I/J is also a free A module. Then I/J C R/J implies 
that rank,I/ J < rank,(R/J). It is clear that #I < #J + rank,I/ J < m - Y + 
p(R/I)“+. 
Let dh,S be the length of the shortest resolution of S by finitely generated 
free A modules. Since A is regular the Hilbert syzgy theorem says that this is 
finite. Then codh,R/I + dh,RII = codh,A = dim A = dim R/I since R/I is 
integral over A. By the hypotheses of (la) and (lb), either dh,R/I = 0 or 
dh,R/I = 1. If dh,R/I = 1, then the above sequence tells us by definition that 
I/J is a free A module. And dh,R/I = 0 =- R/I is a free A module => R/I 
projective A module 3 above sequence splits 3 I/J direct summand of the free 
A module R/J 3 I/J projective A module. But a finitely generated projective 
module over a local ring is free so I/J is a free A module. Q.E.D. 
For the proof of 1.5 we will need a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.8 [2, 11.4, p. 118 + 11.14, p. 1211. Let A be a local Noetherian 
ring, m its maximal ideal, q an m primary ideal, M a finitely generated A module, 
M, a stable q$ltration of M. Then 
(a) M/Ma is of jnite length for each n >, 0; 
(b) for all large n, this length is apolynomialp(n) of degree < Krull dim of A; 
(c) the degree and leading coejicient p(q, M) of p(n) depend only on M and q, 
not on the filtration chosen. 
LEMMA 1.9 [7, proof of Theorem 22, Sect. 10, p. 294, Vol. 21. Let S be a 
local ring with S/m an infinite field. Then there exist an ideal q C m generated by a 
system of parameters x1 ,..., x, , with each xi E m - m2, such that p(q, S) = p(m, S). 
LEMMA 1.10 [7, Corollary 2, Sect. 10, Chapt. 7, Vol. 2, p, 3001. Let S be a 
complete local ring with residue j(ield k, x1 ,. . . , x, a system of parameters of S, q the 
ideal generated by x1 ,..., x, . If no element of k[[x, ,..., x7]] is a zero diwisor in S, 
then p(q, S) = the maximal number of elements of S which are linearly independent 
over A = rank of S as a A module = dim, S Ba Q, where A = k[[x, ,..., xv]], 
and Q is the quotient Jield of A. 
Proof of 1.5. Let xi ,..., x,. be as in Lemma 1.9. Since 0 is an unmixed ideal in 
S, no element of A = k[[x, ,..., x~]] is a zero divisor in S, and the quotient field 
Q of A injects into I?, the full quotient ring of S. By Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10, 
p(m, S) = p(q, S) = rank,S. Hence each of x,+~ , 1 < i < m - r, satisfies a 
manic polynomial over Q of degree < p(S); it remains to show it satisfies a 
manic polynomial over A of degree < p(S). This follows from the well-known 
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lemma below and the fact that K[[x, ,..., x,]] is integrally closed in its field of 
quotients. 
LEMMA 1.11. Let A be a domain with quotient JieldQ. Let x be un element of a 
Q algebra B. If x is integral over A, the coe@ients of the minimal degree poly- 
nomial P of x over Q are integral over A. 
Remark. The following example shows that even for S of Gull dim one, we 
must require that 0 be unmixed. Let R = k[[x, y]], I = (xny, x”-ly2,..., xlyn, ynfl), 
and S = R/I, Clearly #I = n + 1, for I> n, mz/mz+l is spanned by x2 as a vector 
space over k so p(S) = 1 and embd(S) = 2. Note S has an embedded component 
with associated prime = maximal ideal. 
Remark. In the Macaulay case, we may improve the theorem by invoking a 
result of Abhyankar: If S is a local Macaulay ring such that S/iM is infinite, then 
embdS < dimS+p(S) - 1. 
By this estimate, it follows that in part (la) of the theorem, #I < embd R - 
dim S + c~(S)“(~)-l. 
2 
In this section we construct a sequence I’, of nonnormal irreducible algebraic 
varieties of dimension 4 in complex atline 7 space, all of multiplicity 2 such that 
the prime ideal IN of V, in 0, has a minimal basis over 0, of at least N elements, 
where 0, can be taken to be either of C[w, ,..., e~,](~, ,..., w,) , @{w, ,..., w,}, or 
C[[w* ,..., w,]]. This shows that it is impossible in general to give an upper 
bound for the number of generators of a prime ideal in a regular local Noetherian 
ring in terms of the embedding dimension and the multiplicity. 
We will use a recent result of Moh [5]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k be any $eld of characteristic zero, then for each positive 
integm n, there is a hezght 2 prime ideal in k[x, , x2 , x3]c21,rB,Z~) whose completion qn 
in k[[x, , x2 , x3]] is also prime and requires at least n elements to generate it as a 
module over k[[x, , x2 , x3]]. 
We recall some standard results of commutative algebra. Let R be a local 
regular Noetherian ring, q a prime ideal of R, and I an ideal of R. 
LEMMA 2.2. If the height of q in R is r, then there is an R sequence of length r in q. 
LEMMA 2.3. If q is an associated prime of I in its primary decomposition in R, 
then there exists c E R such that q = (I: (c)) = {r E R: rc E I}. 
LEMMA 2.4. If I is generated by an R sequence, then I is unmixed and every 
associated prime of I has hesght equal to the length of the sequence. 
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In the following let R = @[[zl, z2, z3]] and 0, = C[[x, ,..., an]]. (The same 
arguments can also be applied to @{x1 , z2 , x3} or @[a1 , z2 , x~](,~,~~,~,).) 
LEMMA 2.5. There exists a,, , b, , c, in the maximaZideaZof @[x1, z2, z~]~~,,~,,~,~ 
such that the kernel of the R homomorphism R3 --f R given by (a, , b, , c,J, that is 
the relations among a, , b, , c, is an R module whose minimal basis has at least n 
elements. 
Proof. Let 4% be as in Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2, there is an R sequence 
a,, , b, in qn . Then by Lemma 2.4, Krull dim of R/(agz , b,) = 1 so qn is an 
associated prime of (a, , b,). By Lemma 2.3, there exists c, E R such that 
qn = {r E R: rc, E (a, , b,)}. Then qa = {r: 3r, , r2 E R with rlan + rabn + 
rc, = 0}, i.e., qn as a module is a homomorphic image of .@(a, , b, , cn). Since qn 
requires at least n generators, 9?(a, , b n , cn) requires at least It generators. 
Remark. One can give, with less work, examples of sequences (a, , b, , c, , 
d, , e,) in R5 which require n generators. (This has the disadvantage of leading 
to the construction of a 6 dim variety in affine 9 space.) Let p, be the ideal in R 
of the example on [3, pp. 290-2911 and note that [3, Lemma 4.51 p, is the first 
coordinate of the relations among 5 elements of R. 
Now let A be the subring C[[zi , x2, z, , x42]] of C[[z, , z2, z3, x4]]. Let 
S, = &,a4 , Lx4 , GA] = QS , z2 , x3 ,.Q, anZ4 , bnZ4 , ~~~~11, where 
a,, , b, , c, are as in Lemma 2.5. Note S, is a domain since S, C C[[z, , z2, z3 , z4]]. 
Now @[[x1 , a2 , z3 , a4211 C S, , and zr , z2 , z3 , z42 form a system of parameters 
for S, since anz4, n 4, n 4 b z c z each satisfy a manic polynomial of degree 2 over 
a=[[% , z2 7 z3 7 zp2]]. Also Q(S,) = Q(C[[x, , x2, z, , z4]])[z4], where Q denotes 
quotient field, is a field extension of degree 2 so the multiplicity of S, is < 2. 
On the other hand z4 # S, and x4 integral over S, so S, nonnormal, so S, not 
regular so the multiplicity of S, > 1. Hence the multiplicity of S equals 2. 
Define a map #n: C[[w, ,..., w,]] ---f-f S, by wi ---f xi, w2 -+ x2, w3 -+ x3, 
w4 + ,z~~, w5 + z4a, , w6 -+ z4bn , w, -+ z4c, . The kernel p, of & is a prime of 
height 3 in 0, . It will follows that p, requires at least n generators over 0, . 
Consider the map of graded 0, algebras g,: U,[X, , x5 , x8 , x,] + O,[z,] which 
takes x4 --+ a4 , x5 --f alzx4 , x6 -+ bnz4 , x, -+ c,x4 and the injection i: O,[w, , w5 , 
w, , w,] - 03[x4 , x5 , x6 , x,1 defined by wl + x1 , w2 - x2 , w3 - x3 , w4 - x42, 
w5 -+ x4an , w6 -+ x,b, , w, + x,c, . These induce a map of graded 0, algebras 
$78: ~3b4 , w5, % 7 4 -+ 03[z41, A = g& w4 + z42, w5 + z4an T w6 -+ z4bn y 
w, = z4c, which preserves degrees in the graded ring (w4 has weight 2 and zp 
has weight 1) and whose extension & to the completions of the localization is 
just 4,. 
Because &, preserves degrees, ker I& is also a graded ring so we can take a 
minimal basis for ker$, over 8, consisting of forms (homogeneous elements) 
with respect to this grading and this is still a minimal basis after completing. 
Clearly there are no forms of degree 0 (elements of U,) in the kernel. An element 
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of degree one in ker & corresponds to triple of element (cu, fi, r) E 8s such that 
McQ% + P% + P,) = 0, i.e., aru, + /3b, + yen = 0. It is clear that a minimal 
homogeneous basis for ker+, must contain a basis over 0, for the relations of 
degree one: there are no relations of lower weighted degree in terms of which 
they could be expressed. Hence ker $n and consequently its completion p, has a 
minimal basis containing at least as many elements as a basis for W(a, ,6, , c,), 
i.e., at least n elements. 
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